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Genealogical and Personal History of the Upper Monongahela Valley, West Virginia
First Person Jewish
When a filmmaker makes a film with herself as a subject, she is already divided as both the subject matter of the film and
the subject making the film. The two senses of the word are immediately in play – the matter and the maker—thus the two
ways of being subjectified as both subject and object. Subjectivity finds its filmic expression, not surprisingly, in very
personal ways, yet it is nonetheless shaped by and in relation to collective expressions of identity that can transform the
cinema of 'me' into the cinema of 'we'. Leading scholars and practitioners of first-person film are brought together in this
groundbreaking collection to consider the theoretical, ideological, and aesthetic challenges wrought by this form of
filmmaking in its diverse cultural, geographical, and political contexts.

First Person Singular
Imagine a Founding Father visiting a classroom today, or a sailor from the War of 1812, an Amish man, a 19th century
pioneer, or even a Civil War veteran. Ronald Morris has spent more than 25 years bringing these characters into classrooms
and inspiring other educators to do the same. In this book he synthesizes his vast knowledge and experience into a
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resource for all types of educators who help elementary and middle school children develop a love of history. Pre-service
teachers can use this book as a model for developing their own styles of teaching social studies. Museum educators can use
Bringing History to Life to enliven their presentations with students. Teachers in the classroom can use this resource to help
their students develop first person presentations by reading about many examples across the grades. This resource is
especially important as school districts reduce their budgets for field trips to popular museums that interpret history using
this popular method. With this book as inspiration, educators can continue Bringing History to Life for their students.

Between History and Spirit
First Person
Craig Keener is known for his meticulous work on New Testament backgrounds, but especially his detailed work on the book
of Acts. Now, for the first time in book form, Cascade presents his key essays on Acts, with special focus on historical
questions and matters related to God's Spirit.

My Story in the Philippines in First Person
First-person interpretation_the portrayal of historical characters through interactive dramatization or roleplaying_is an
effective, albeit controversial, method used to bring history to life at museums, historic sites, and other public venues.
Stacy Roth

First Person
History in the First Person
Their voices and their experiences demonstrate the power of religion to shape identity and social practice.

First Person Singular II
This volume consists of autobiographical by the following scholars, together with pictures and autographs: Raven I.
McDavid, Jr., Henry M. Hoenigswald, John B. Carroll, William G. Moulton, Archibald A. Hill, Yakov Malkiel, Charles F. Hockett,
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Harold B. Allen, William Bright, Einar Haugen, George S. Lane, Frederic G. Cassidy, James B. McMillan, Winfred P. Lehmann,
Fred W. Householder, and Dell Hymes. A master list of references, and an index of persons conclude the volume.

The Last Asylum
This sequel to First Person Singular (1980) presents autobiographical sketches of 15 eminent scholars in the language
sciences. These personal reminiscences on their careers in linguistics reflect developments in the field over the past
decades and shed light on the role each of them played and the influences they underwent. This book is a valuable source
for scholars of the history of ideas in general and for historiographers of linguistics in particular, while it makes interesting
reading for every linguist interested in the history of the discipline. The volume includes photographs of all contributors and
is completed by an index of names and an index of subjects and languages.

Bringing History to Life
Mine Eyes Have Seen
A memoir of life in the wild on the trail of the peregrine falcon chronicles the habits and hunting techniques of the elusive
predator while revealing the effects of human encroachment on their habitats. Original.

The Peregrine
The relationship between story and game, and related questions of electronic writing and play, examined through a series
of discussions among new media creators and theorists.

Authorship and First-person Allegory in Late Medieval France and England
History and Imagination
Between 1938 and 1942 the Federal Writers’ Project set out to create a first-person portrait of America by sending young
writers—many of whom later became famous—around the country to interview people from all occupations and
backgrounds. This book presents 80 of these diverse life histories, including the stories of a North Carolina patent-medicine
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pitchman, a retired Oregon prospector, a Bahamian midwife from Florida, a Key West smuggler, recent immigrants to New
York, and Chicago jazz musicians. Historian Eric Foner called First-Person America “the finest example yet of an increasingly
important genre of oral history.”

Genealogical and personal history of western Pennsylvania
Do people with multiple personalities have more than one self? The first full-length philosophical study of multiple
personality disorder, First Person Plural maintains that even the deeply divided multiple personality contains an underlying
psychological unity. Braude updates his work in this revised edition to discuss recent empirical and conceptual
developments, including the charge that clinicians induce false memories in their patients, and the professional redefinition
of "multiple personality disorder" as "dissociative identity disorder."

The Cinema of Me
Reveals the childhood, education, and personal life of Russia's newest president through interviews with Vladimir Putin, his
wife, staff, and friends.

A First History of Greece by the Author of "Amy Herbert", "The Child's First History of Rome",
Etc. Etc
This book explores the origin and evolution of important grammatical categories of the Indo-European verb, including the
markers of person, tense, number, aspect, and mood. Its central thesis is that many of these markers can be traced to
original deictic particles which were incorporated into verbal structures in order to indicate the 'hic and nunc' and various
degrees of remoteness from the 'hic and nunc'. The alterations to which these deictic elements were subject are viewed
here in the context of an Indo-European language very different from Brugmannian Indo-European, many features of which,
it is argued, appeared only in the period of dialectal development. This book challenges numerous traditional proposals
about the Indo-European verb; all reconstructions contained in it are firmly based on extant data and are consonant with
established principles of linguistic change.

Strangers at Home
This sequel to the First Person Singular volumes published in 1980 and 1991, respectively (SiHoLS 21 and 61) presents
autobiographical accounts by major North American linguists. This material provides an important primary source for the
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history and development of the discipline during the 20th century. The volume includes photographs of all contributors and
is completed by a full index of biographical names and a detailed index of subjects and languages which turn it into a useful
research tool.

First Person, 3rd Sex
Dramatic impersonations accompanied by informed discussions are becoming increasingly popular methods of educating
visitors to museums and historical sites. This is the first book to provide step-by-step instructions for how to conceive, plan,
publicize, present, and pay for such historical presentations.

Writing the First Person
In the late 1970s, Barbara Taylor, then an acclaimed young historian, began to suffer from severe anxiety. In the years that
followed, Taylor’s world contracted around her illness. Eventually, her struggles were severe enough to lead to her
admission to what had once been England’s largest psychiatric institution, the infamous Friern Mental Hospital in North
London. The Last Asylum is Taylor’s breathtakingly blunt and brave account of those years. In it, Taylor draws not only on
her experience as a historian, but also, more importantly, on her own lived history at Friern— once known as the Colney
Hatch Lunatic Asylum and today the site of a luxury apartment complex. Taylor was admitted to Friern in July 1988, not
long before England’s asylum system began to undergo dramatic change: in a development that was mirrored in America,
the 1990s saw the old asylums shuttered, their patients left to plot courses through a perpetually overcrowded and
underfunded system of community care. But Taylor contends that the emptying of the asylums also marked a bigger loss, a
loss of community. She credits her own recovery to the help of a steadfast psychoanalyst and a loyal circle of friends— from
Magda, Taylor’s manic-depressive roommate, to Fiona, who shares tips for navigating the system and stories of her
boyfriend, the “Spaceman,” and his regular journeys to Saturn. The forging of that network of support and trust was crucial
to Taylor’s recovery, offering a respite from the “stranded, homeless feelings” she and others found in the outside world. A
vivid picture of mental health treatment at a moment of epochal change, The Last Asylum is also a moving meditation on
Taylor’s own experience, as well as that of millions of others who struggle with mental illness.

First Person Plural
Examining more than a dozen films from Jewish artists, this book reveals how the postmodern impulse to turn the lens
inward intersects provocatively with historical tropes and stereotypes of the Jew. It focuses on Jewish filmmakers working on
the margins and examines the work of Jonathan Caouette, Chantal Akerman and many more.
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In a Generous Spirit
Science and its philosophical companion, Naturalism, represent reality in wholly nonpersonal terms. How, if at all, can a
nonpersonal scheme accommodate the first-person perspective that we all enjoy? In this volume, Lynne Rudder Baker
explores that question by considering both reductive and eliminative approaches to the first-person perspective. After
finding both approaches wanting, she mounts an original constructive argument to show that a non-Cartesian first-person
perspective belongs in the basic inventory of what exists. That is, the world that contains us persons is irreducibly personal.
After arguing for the irreducibilty and ineliminability of the first-person perspective, Baker develops a theory of this
perspective. The first-person perspective has two stages, rudimentary and robust. Human infants and nonhuman animals
with consciousness and intentionality have rudimentary first-person perspectives. In learning a language, a person acquires
a robust first-person perspective: the capacity to conceive of oneself as oneself, in the first person. By developing an
account of personal identity, Baker argues that her theory is coherent, and she shows various ways in which first-person
perspectives contribute to reality.

Bringing History to Life
The relationship between story and game, and related questions of electronic writing and play, examined through a series
of discussions among new media creators and theorists.

First Person Plural
This sequel to First Person Singular (1980) presents autobiographical sketches of 15 eminent scholars in the language
sciences. These personal reminiscences on their careers in linguistics reflect developments in the field over the past
decades and shed light on the role each of them played and the influences they underwent. This book is a valuable source
for scholars of the history of ideas in general and for historiographers of linguistics in particular, while it makes interesting
reading for every linguist interested in the history of the discipline. The volume includes photographs of all contributors and
is completed by an index of names and an index of subjects and languages.

Telling History
A list of the one hundred most influential people in history features descriptions of the careers, contributions, and
accomplishments of the political and religious leaders, inventors, writers, artists, and others who changed the course of
history. Simultaneous.
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The First Person and Other Stories
"In History and Imagination, elementary school social studies teachers will learn how to help their students break down the
walls of their schools, more personally engage with history, and define democratic citizenship. By collaborating together in
meaningful investigations into the past and reenacting history, students will become experts who interpret their findings,
teach their peers, and relate their experiences to those of older students, neighbors, parents, and grandparents. The
byproduct of this collaborative, intergenerational learning is that schools become community learning centers, just like
museums and libraries, where families can go together in order to find out more about the topics that interest them. There
is an incredible value in the shared and lived experiences of reenacting the past, of meeting people from different places
and times: an authority and reality that textbooks cannot rival. By engaging elementary social studies students in living
history, whether in the classroom, after school, or in partnership with local historical institutions, teachers are guaranteed to
impress upon the students a special, desired understanding of place and time"-- Provided by publisher.

Past Into Present
Kif Kehlmann, a young, penniless writer, thinks he’s finally caught a break when he’s offered $10,000 to ghostwrite the
memoir of Siegfried “Ziggy” Heidl, the notorious con man and corporate criminal. Ziggy is about to go to trial for defrauding
banks for $700 million; they have six weeks to write the book. But Ziggy swiftly proves almost impossible to work with:
evasive, contradictory, and easily distracted by his still-running “business concerns”—which Kif worries may involve hiring
hitmen from their shared office. Worse, Kif finds himself being pulled into an odd, hypnotic, and ever-closer orbit of all
things Ziggy. As the deadline draws near, Kif becomes increasingly unsure if he is ghostwriting a memoir, or if Ziggy is
rewriting him—his life, his future, and the very nature of the truth. By turns comic, compelling, and finally chilling, First
Person is a haunting look at an age where fact is indistinguishable from fiction, and freedom is traded for a false idea of
progress.

First Person Singular III
This Cambridge History is the most comprehensive survey of the history of the Romance languages ever published in
English. It engages with new and original topics that reflect wider-ranging comparative concerns, such as the relation
between diachrony and synchrony, morphosyntactic typology, pragmatic change, the structure of written Romance, and
lexical stability. Volume 1 is organized around the two key recurrent themes of persistence (structural inheritance and
continuity from Latin) and innovation (structural change and loss in Romance). An important and novel aspect of the
volume is that it accords persistence in Romance a focus in its own right rather than treating it simply as the background to
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the study of change. In addition, it explores the patterns of innovation (including loss) at all linguistic levels. The result is a
rich structural history which marries together data and theory to produce new perspectives on the structural evolution of
the Romance languages.

The 100
John Money's career constitutes the foundation of pediatric psychoendocrinology. In this book he takes a second look at his
publications on many different psychoendocrine syndromes, intersexual or hermaphroditic, with respect to sex, gender,
amative orientation, and the "lovemap", (his own designation from an individual's experience of sexuality). His ultimate
conclusion is that, from prenatal life onward, demasculization of development is not synonymous with feminization, nor is
defeminization synonymous with masculinization. This volume will serve to illuminate the evolution of Dr. Money's work and
point the way to future investigations in this field.

First Person Past
The Cambridge History of the Romance Languages: Volume 1, Structures
Imagine a Founding Father visiting a classroom today, or a sailor from the War of 1812, an Amish man, a 19th century
pioneer, or even a Civil War veteran. Ronald Morris has spent more than 25 years bringing these characters into classrooms
and inspiring other educators to do the same. In this book he synthesizes his vast knowledge and experience into a
resource for all types of educators who help elementary and middle school children develop a love of history. Pre-service
teachers can use this book as a model for developing their own styles of teaching social studies. Museum educators can use
Bringing History to Life to enliven their presentations with students. Teachers in the classroom can use this resource to help
their students develop first person presentations by reading about many examples across the grades. This resource is
especially important as school districts reduce their budgets for field trips to popular museums that interpret history using
this popular method. With this book as inspiration, educators can continue Bringing History to Life for their students.

First Person
An examination of medieval vernacular allegories, across a number of languages, offers a new idea of what authorship
meant in the late middle ages.
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First-Person America
Fate has its way of letting seemingly simple things irrevocably alter the course of people’s lives. This is what Larry Bulger,
the hero in Peter Robinson’s new novel, My Story in the Philippines in First Person, discovers. At 30 years old, Larry is
enjoying the rewards that his life and career in the engineering industry brought him. When he signs a contract to work
overseas—in the Philippines— he has no idea that the decision will propel him on his first true adventure and inextricably
change his life. From the bustling urban maze work of Manila (the country’s capital) to the mesmerizing Chocolate Hills of
Bohol to the anxiety-ridden streets of Basilan, Larry’s voyage will be riddled with excitement, new discoveries, intriguing
personalities and, unexpectedly, danger. As Larry becomes immersed in the unique culture and life, he also becomes
enmeshed in perilous circumstances he never thought were possible. Soon, Larry will realize some enlightening truths
about himself. Peopled by richly-drawn characters, My Story in the Philippines in First Person unfolds to an adventure of a
lifetime and a window into an enchantingly exotic world.

Naturalism and the First-Person Perspective
The novelist William Dean Howells described autobiography as the most democratic of American literary genres.
Autobiography has offered a voice to women, African Americans, Native Americans, and others whose writings have often
been excluded from the literary canon.The men and women presented here observed, shaped, or participated in many of
the most exciting and important events of American history. First Person Past lets them speak for themselves. From the
hundreds of American autobiographies, the editors have chosen twelve for each of Volumes I and II of First Person Past
because they are interesting history and good literature. Their literary and historical virtues have been preserved as edited
for inclusion in each volume.

A History of Indo-European Verb Morphology
In this innovative exploration, told-to narratives, or collaboratively produced texts by Aboriginal storytellers and (usually)
non-Aboriginal writers, are not romanticized as unmediated translations of oral documents, nor are they dismissed as
corruptions of original works. Rather, the approach emphasizes the interpenetration of authorship and collaboration.
Focused on the 1990s, when debates over voice and representation were particularly explosive, this captivating study
examines a range of told-to narratives in conjunction with key political events that have shaped the struggle for Aboriginal
rights to reveal how these narratives impact larger debates about Indigenous voice and literary and political sovereignty.

First Person Singular II
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From the Whitbread Award-winning author of The Accidental and Hotel World comes this stunning collection of stories set in
a world of everyday dislocation, where people nevertheless find connection, mystery, and love. These tales are of ordinary
but poignant beauty: at the pub, strangers regale each other with memories of Christmases past; lovers share tales over
dinner about how they met, their former lovers, and each other; a woman even tells a story to her fourteen-year-old self. As
Smith explores the subtle links between what we know and what we feel, she creates an exuberant, masterly collection that
is packed full of ideas, humor, nuance, and compassion. Ali Smith and the short story are made for each other. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

First Person
Dorothy Markey's family and culture prepared her to be a proper southern lady. Yet Markey broke free of her cultural bonds
and became, instead, a feminist, a communist, and, under the pen name Myra Page, a radical journalist and novelist. Her
activism on behalf of social justice, racial equality, and women's rights spanned the 1920s through her death in 1993.
Page's work carried her far from her Virginia home to Moscow, Mexico, the rural South, and New York. As a journalist she
wrote for the Daily Worker, the New Masses, Working Woman, and Southern Worker. Her novels captured workers' struggles
in an authentic voice: The Gathering Storm, Daughter of the Hills, and Moscow Yankee. With consummate skill, Christina
Baker weaves together historical research, her own and others' conversations with Page, and Page's letters and other
writings. The resulting narrative is a vivid recreation of the life of an uncommon woman and her more than seventy years of
striving for the things she believed in.

God Speaking in the First Person in His Kingdom
In the summer of 1859, fifteen-year-old Annie travels to the Maryland farm where her father, John Brown, is secretly
assembling his provisional army prior to their raid on the United States arsenal at nearby Harpers Ferry. Reprint.

A First Person History of Pediatric Psychoendocrinology
Grier Rating: A** Paula and Janet meet in college while studying to become teachers. Upon graduation, they learn they have
been hired to work in the same small-town school. Enjoying each other's company, and learning they have a lot in common,
they decide to share expenses and move in together. Before long, Paula realizes she is attracted to Janet. Although she had
dated men in the past, she had always been strongly drawn to women… had even been romantically involved with them.
She had fallen hard for Karen, but her love was never returned… and it was love Paula was most desperately seeking. Could
Janet be The One? Or would passion and true love come in the arms of another woman? Never giving up, and always hoping
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for the best, Paula takes us on her journey of self-realization and empowerment… until her search leads her, and us, to an
unexpected conclusion.
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